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Perils of History 
vrAl/NaleM  744VEMIROWntiit66—  MAX LERNER 

New Orleans.. 
Bill Manchester said, "Let the book speak for itself." It does_ 

a whopper of a book, fact-cram:1rd, revise, wee ing,  they 	, 
poetic exhaustive, ami eXhausting. nTT its vious faults—the 

	

erwritin the surfeit of do a it 	fob tel us more than we 
ow, t 

	

—even these au 	era e because t ey 
leave t e .00k a source book ler others that may remain to be written. 	 • 

One can understand why Manchester was so unrelenting In 
"The Death of a Prdsident" (Harper). Living for several years with Kennedy's death, obsessed with its every aspect, filled with 
its terror, he had the need of purging himself of that terror, and 
the only wayi he could do it was to put in everything, leave nothing 
out. This presumably is how It actually happened, every blasted detail of it. One reader was almost.  carried along by its torrential flow. Almost. I found myself saying, This then is how It was"—
and adding, "but was It?" 

_ * 	-* 	* • 
How did my doubts crop up? Mostly when I began to question Manchester's depiction of character and his calculation of motive. 

• I don't want to be misunderstood hero. I am not troubled by his 
inelusion of the subjective, which after all is also part of history. 
You can't truly write history unless you bring together event and 

• character, deed and rnot;ve, the word and what it flows from, 
what these people did but also by what springs of action and pasoion they were moved.  

No, I don't fault -Manchester for giving us evaluations. What 
troubles me is the crosion,of my sense of confidence in them. 

Partly this is a result of the prepublication -battle of the book. • -You read now in the book with what coolness and courage and 
total serf-discipline Robert Kennedy behaved in the greatest test-
ing of his life. Then you read again the interviews Manchester 
gave during the battle. and his last, long, bitter article in Look 
after the serialization. Ycu and a different Robby, one who shouts 
and raves when his will is crossed, then hides in an alcove and 
pounces out at you. Hamlet-like you find yourself saying, "Look 
at this portrait—and at this one": Can they be the same man? and 
what shall we say of the judgment of an author who was either naive in the first place or vindictive later. 

' - '_. What -  goesfot—Bobby gars for Jacqueline Kennedy' tiro. In fact, since she was even mere.intolerably perfect in the book, her later fall from grace is all the more shattering. And if Manchester was so wrong about these two, what shall we think of the hook's 
judgment of John Kennedy himself or of Lyndon Johnson or of Lee Oswald? 

This brings me to the - central net of the whole tragic enact-3nent—that of the killing itself. Can we be as sure as Manchester is that Oswald was the man who shot Kennedy, or that he was 
alone in his act? And whether -alone or with others, do we so con-fidently know why? 

There is an aggressive rockiness about Manchester's telling of 



this part of the tragedy that puts me off. As it happens I am 
writing this from Ny,v Orleans, where I have been trying to dig 
into the ease that District Attorney Jim Garrison has--or thinks 
ha has—against Oswald, Ferrie, Shaw and perhaps several others 
in a presumably linked grccup. We won't know for some time how 
much of this will stand up in court, and it will take longer to sea 
how much will stand up in history. 

Manchester couldn't have known that the New Orleans story 
would break just as his book was publilhed. But It is not his lack 
of clairvoyance that troubles me, only his lack of humility. His 
portraits of Oswald and Ruby are brilliantly done—once you ac-
cept the premise. But undercut the. premise, as Gerrison is trying 
t,.) do, and the brilliance of the portraits is not only dimmed but 

• becomes ,cruelly irrevelent. 
Manchester is dead-sure not only about Oswald's' firing the 

shots alone, but even why, and what went on in his mind. The 
next six months in New Orleans may take the Manchester book 
is archaic as a dodo bird. The perils of writing history are great 
enough without increasing them by pretending you have a pipe-
line to truth because a royal family gave you the franchise on 
their memories. 


